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High performance, high beta physics in helical devicesHigh performance, high beta physics in helical devices

4th Coordinated Working Group Meeting (CWGM) for Stellarator/Heliotron Studies
Madrid, Spain, 20-22 Oct 2008

  ●●  A. Weller: A. Weller: IntroductoryIntroductory  remarksremarks,,

UpUpdate on the date on the common IAEA (NF) papercommon IAEA (NF) paper::
““International Stellarator/Heliotron Database Activities on International Stellarator/Heliotron Database Activities on 
High-Beta Confinement andHigh-Beta Confinement and  Operational Boundaries" Operational Boundaries" ((3030 min) min)

  ●●  Y. Suzuki: Y. Suzuki: "Beta effects on flux surface quality" "Beta effects on flux surface quality" ((2525 min) min)  

  ●●  Y. Suzuki: Y. Suzuki: "Plans with the HINT2 code" "Plans with the HINT2 code" (20 min)(20 min)

  ●●  J. Geiger: J. Geiger: ""Shafranov-shift in a Shafranov-shift in a toroidallytoroidally averaged averaged  helical system helical system 
with and without shear" with and without shear" (10 min) (10 min) 

  ●●  S. S. SakakibaraSakakibara: : "Plans for a MHD-related database in LHD"Plans for a MHD-related database in LHD““  ((220 min) 0 min) 

  ●●  M. M. ZarnstorffZarnstorff: : „„Beta Beta limitlimit  physicsphysics and  and implicationsimplications  forfor  nextnext  stepstep  workwork““  (15 min)(15 min)  

DiscussionDiscussion  (30 min)(30 min)

IsIs  therethere  anotheranother  activityactivity on S/H MHD  on S/H MHD databasedatabase ? (Blackwell/ ? (Blackwell/PrettyPretty))
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High performance, high beta physics in helical devicesHigh performance, high beta physics in helical devices
- Expected Outcome of CWGM4 (and future Meetings) -- Expected Outcome of CWGM4 (and future Meetings) -

4th Coordinated Working Group Meeting (CWGM) for Stellarator/Heliotron Studies
Madrid, Spain, 20-22 Oct 2008

●● General key goals &  General key goals & specific goals of high-specific goals of high-ββ topic topic::
      ▶▶  improve improve documentationdocumentation of ISHCDB/ISHPDB, of ISHCDB/ISHPDB,
            include additional configuration parameters ? (e.g. Rinclude additional configuration parameters ? (e.g. R0000(2/3))(2/3))
      ▶▶  proposalproposal of  of jointjoint  experimentsexperiments .... ....(?)(?)
      ▶▶ intensify collaboration by  intensify collaboration by joint papersjoint papers

●● Speakers should contribute ideas and  Speakers should contribute ideas and proposalsproposals referring to these 3 points, referring to these 3 points,
    discussion along the same line...    discussion along the same line...

●● Identification and commitment of  Identification and commitment of contributorscontributors in future activities should be clarified in future activities should be clarified

●● Agreement on  Agreement on work planwork plan for near and mid term activities for near and mid term activities
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Summary CWGM3 (High-Summary CWGM3 (High-ββ Topic) Topic)

  ●●  Preparation of global/local confinement datasets (LHD, W7-AS) Preparation of global/local confinement datasets (LHD, W7-AS)   
  ▶▶  revisedrevised LHD  LHD high-high-ββ  „„surveysurvey  datadata““ ( (splitsplit  intointo 3  3 configurationsconfigurations, 7, 7thth-10-10thth  campaigncampaign))
  ▶▶  1 1 ““transport datasettransport dataset”” not yet released in ISHCDB, 2 not yet released in ISHCDB, 2ndnd dataset in preparation dataset in preparation
  ▶▶  configuration, equilibrium effects (determination of boundary in W7-AS and LHD,configuration, equilibrium effects (determination of boundary in W7-AS and LHD,
          role of edge stochasticity (HINT, PIES), equilibrium limit....)          role of edge stochasticity (HINT, PIES), equilibrium limit....)

  ●●  Global Global ConfinementConfinement
  ▶▶    ββ-dependence-dependence of H of HISS95ISS95: : LHD (degrading) and W7-AS (improving (?)) :LHD (degrading) and W7-AS (improving (?)) :
                      effect of well/hill ? , effect of well/hill ? , ““same iota with different wellsame iota with different well”” exp. possible in TJ-II  exp. possible in TJ-II regimesregimes  

  ●●  High High betabeta  datasetsdatasets  extensionsextensions
  ▶▶    Re-considerationRe-consideration of  of parameterparameter  definitiondefinition ( (beta-dependingbeta-depending !) !)
  ▶▶  Global confinement : datasets should include detailed parameter scansGlobal confinement : datasets should include detailed parameter scans
  ▶▶  Local  confinement : profile data needed (only few cases  from W7-AS) scansLocal  confinement : profile data needed (only few cases  from W7-AS) scans
  ▶▶  MHD database (LHD: magnetic fluctuations, W7-AS: fast crashes ?) MHD database (LHD: magnetic fluctuations, W7-AS: fast crashes ?) 
  ▶▶  analysis based on kinetic data proposed, non-thermal pressure? analysis based on kinetic data proposed, non-thermal pressure? 
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Progress since CWGM3 (High-Progress since CWGM3 (High-ββ Topic) Topic)

  ●●  TransitionTransition ISS_DB07_ ISS_DB07_2121 to ISS_DB07_ to ISS_DB07_2222  (2 LHD (2 LHD high-high-ββ  „„transporttransport““  datasetsdatasets))

  ●●  ImprovedImproved  analysisanalysis of 3 LHD  of 3 LHD „„surveysurvey““  datasetsdatasets
  ▶▶  ExtendedExtended  databasedatabase of NBI  of NBI heatingheating  efficienciesefficiencies
  ▶▶  Rejection of cases with transient Rejection of cases with transient behaviourbehaviour close to selected time  close to selected time 
          (pellet-injection or NBI power switch), with NBI4          (pellet-injection or NBI power switch), with NBI4
          or with significant admixtures of gas other than H           or with significant admixtures of gas other than H 
  ▶▶  Assessment of configuration parameters from VMEC database improvedAssessment of configuration parameters from VMEC database improved

  ●●  PreparationPreparation of ISS_DB07_ of ISS_DB07_23 (5 additional LHD 23 (5 additional LHD datasetsdatasets) )   

  ●●  First Connor-Taylor (CT) First Connor-Taylor (CT) confinementconfinement  analysisanalysis  forfor LHD  LHD 

  ●●  First W7-AS First W7-AS profileprofile  datadata (2  (2 casescases) in ) in preparationpreparation  forfor ISHPDB ISHPDB
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Aims, Future WorkAims, Future Work

●● reliable  reliable extrapolationsextrapolations of the energy confinement of the energy confinement
      to reactor relevant regimesto reactor relevant regimes required required

      ▶▶  dependencedependence of the confinement  of the confinement on engineering parameterson engineering parameters ( (magnmagn. . configconfig: ): )
      ▶▶  in in particularparticular, , scalingscaling  withwith  dimensionlessdimensionless  parametersparameters  neededneeded
      to       to betterbetter  understandunderstand  underlyingunderlying  confinementconfinement  physicsphysics

                                                                                        (Yamada NF 45 (2005))                                                                                        (Yamada NF 45 (2005))

●●  dimensionally similar dischargesdimensionally similar discharges desirable desirable

      ▶▶ to verify empirical  to verify empirical scalingsscalings,,
      ▶▶ to compare different devices to compare different devices
      ▶▶  and to identify parameter space to be covered by future experimentsand to identify parameter space to be covered by future experiments

●●  present aimspresent aims: prepare : prepare new datanew data for for
      ▶▶ extension of high- extension of high-ββ  ISHCDB dataset (wider parameter range,  ISHCDB dataset (wider parameter range,
      LHD SDC ? (high-      LHD SDC ? (high-ββ00), enhancement of statistical significance)), enhancement of statistical significance)
      ▶▶ investigation of operational limits investigation of operational limits
      ▶▶ extension towards local transport,  extension towards local transport, ISHPDBISHPDB (Profile Data Base) (Profile Data Base)
      ▶▶ inclusion of MHD related data inclusion of MHD related data
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High performance, high beta physics in helical devicesHigh performance, high beta physics in helical devices

4th Coordinated Working Group Meeting (CWGM) for Stellarator/Heliotron Studies
Madrid, Spain, 20-22 Oct 2008

  ●●  A. WellerA. Weller: : Update on the common IAEA (NF) paper:Update on the common IAEA (NF) paper:
““International Stellarator/Heliotron Database Activities on International Stellarator/Heliotron Database Activities on 
High-Beta Confinement andHigh-Beta Confinement and  Operational Boundaries" Operational Boundaries" ((2525 min) min)

  ●●  Y. Suzuki: Y. Suzuki: "Beta effects on flux surface quality" "Beta effects on flux surface quality" ((3030 min) min)  

  ●●  Y. Suzuki: Y. Suzuki: "Plans with the HINT2 code" "Plans with the HINT2 code" (20 min)(20 min)

  ●●  J. Geiger: J. Geiger: ""Shafranov-shift in a Shafranov-shift in a toroidallytoroidally averaged averaged  helical system helical system 
with and without shear" with and without shear" (10 min) (10 min) 

  ●●  S. S. SakakibaraSakakibara: : "Plans for a MHD-related database in LHD"Plans for a MHD-related database in LHD““  ((220 min) 0 min) 

  ●●  M. M. ZarnstorffZarnstorff: : „„Beta Beta limitlimit  physicsphysics and  and implicationsimplications  forfor  nextnext  stepstep  workwork““  (15 min)(15 min)  

DiscussionDiscussion  (30 min)(30 min)

IsIs  therethere  anotheranother  activityactivity on S/H MHD  on S/H MHD databasedatabase ? (Blackwell/ ? (Blackwell/PrettyPretty))
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High performance, high beta physics in helical devicesHigh performance, high beta physics in helical devices
- Discussion -- Discussion -

4th Coordinated Working Group Meeting (CWGM) for Stellarator/Heliotron Studies
Madrid, Spain, 20-22 Oct 2008

?
?

Sakakibara
Sakakibara

MHD onset par. (LHD, CHS)
MHD sat. ampl. (LHD, CHS)

MHD Database

end 2008Weller, Kus, Dinklage,
Geiger, Rust
Funaba, Watanabe, Ohdachi

W7-AS: complete set of
2 profiles, NBI deposition pr.
LHD profiles ?

Profile Database

mid 2009 ?Suzuki, Zarnstorff,
Funaba, Watanabe, Weller, Dinklage
Ascasibar

equilibrium limit (PIES/HINT)
data comparisons
experiment proposals

High-β Physics

end 2008

mid 2009 ?
mid 2009
mid 2009 ?
?

Weller, Watanabe, Funaba

Dinklage, Funaba, Kus, ..
Preuss (?), Dinklage,..
Ohdachi, Funaba
Ascasibar ?

add more LHD data
(ISS_DB07_23)
dimensionless p. scal.
more CT analyses ?
add LHD SDC data ?
TJ-II ?

ISHCDB

end 2008
(deadline)

Weller, co-authors
Ohdachi
Preuss
?

Extension of IAEA paper
add LHD SDC ?
add LHD CT analysis
2009 paper ?

Joint Paper (NF)

Joint Paper 2009

ScheduleContributorsIssuesTopic


